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Cozy Stash-Busting Knits May 15 2021 Popular designer Jen Lucas is
celebrated for her lacy sock-yarn creations. Now she brings her light and
lovely style to the heavier-weight yarn in your stash. You'll find snuggly and
trendy hats, shawls, mitts, mittens, scarves, and cowls designed for your
favorite DK, worsted, and bulky yarns. Easy tips make converting patterns to
different yarn weights effortless Projects feature a variety of textured stitches,
including cables and lace Fashion-forward accessories are perfect for
handmade gifts, or just for you
Crochet Patterns for Beanie, Scarf, Half Mitt and Headband Nov 08 2020
Crochet patterns for beanie, scarf headband and half mitts is a step by step
instruction book. There are 3 different pattern designs (Rasta set, camo set
and slasher set) You can go with different colors you enjoy and makes you
feel comfortable about yourself. You don't have to go with the colors that are
in the book. These fun and fashionable colors really choose you. Bright
fall/winter colors highlight the beauty the cozy comfort of the season and
most of all the warmth of each soft and entwined stitch.
Scarves and Cowls May 03 2020 A scarf, cowl or neck warmer is one of the
simplest and quickest things that you can knit. Whatever your skill level and
however little spare time you have, Fiona Goble has a project for you. She
has designed 36 scarves, cowls, and neck-warmers with something for
everyone, from a snake scarf to a sparkly evening capelet, and from an extralong â€œpreppieâ€ scarf to a cowboy-style bandana for kids. Every project
has full instructions for knitting and making up, but most will need little more
than the sewing on of a button to finish them off, and some can be knitted in
an evening. An added bonus is that many of the projects require only one or
two balls of yarn, enabling you to use up your stash of leftovers from other
projects.
Crochet Patterns for Beanie, Scarf, Half Mitt and Headband Apr 13 2021
Crochet patterns for beanie, scarf headband and half mitts is a step by step
instruction book. There are 3 different pattern designs (Rasta set, camo set
and slasher set) You can go with different colors you enjoy and makes you

feel comfortable about yourself. You don't have to go with the colors that are
in the book. These fun and fashionable colors really choose you. Bright
fall/winter colors highlight the beauty the cozy comfort of the season and
most of all the warmth of each soft and entwined stitch.
Folk Style Aug 18 2021 The unique cultural patterns contained in this lively
collection will inspire knitters looking for such bright, new projects as
Mexican floor pillows, Shibori neck wraps, Asian cropped vests, and
Peruvian tunics. Featuring fashionable items for women, children, babies, and
the home, this guide shares techniques on colors, motifs, details, and styles.
The vibrant photos and step-by-step directions give beginning and advanced
knitters alike the keys to creating colorful, ethnically diverse crafts.
A Good Yarn: 30 Timeless Hats, Scarves, Socks and Gloves Nov 28 2019 'I
think we are all so increasingly obsessed and addicted to the new...that there's
a danger of us forgetting to look back, appreciate and hold onto the amazing
things, values, skills and traditions that previous generations and the past
offer us. I'm really interested in marrying the old and the new...wearing a
modern sleek designed hat, hand knitted old-school style in real wool!' - Lily
Cole. These 30 projects are inspired by some of the most popular and
fashionable accessories sold by the North Circular. Each project has clear
instructions and beautiful photography. There is also advice on ethical buying
and sourcing local, sustainable wool. Handmade doesn't have to mean
compromising on style or quality.
Fair Isle Hats, Scarves, Mittens & Gloves Mar 25 2022 A dozen clever
patterns for beautiful fabric and fabric stash gifts that you can stitch in an
afternoon or less. With these 12 fun projects, you'll open up a whole new area
of creativity in yourself - and give gifts that charm and amaze your friends.
Projects include Easy Beaded Bags, Pretty Pincushions, Pillow Pom-Poms,
Origami Pouches, Crescent Clutch, Collage Cards Galore, Sole-ful Slippers,
Travel Accessories and Textile Triangles
101 Designer One-Skein Wonders Oct 08 2020 “Taps into the expertise of
knitting designers across the country to present an all-new compendium of
101 enchanting projects” (Paper Clips Magazine). For every lonely skein
there is a perfect small pattern. In this compilation by Judith Durant, knitwear
designers from across the United States offer their favorite little
projects—each designed to use just one ball of yarn. Hats, scarves, bags,
shawls, mittens, pillows, and other One-Skein Wonders® make fun and
portable weekend projects. All 101 designs are pictured in a full-color project
gallery, while clear instructions make it easy for knitters of every skill level

to tie up some loose ends. “If she loves to knit, but she’s too busy, then 101
Designer One-Skein Wonders is the book for her. Scarves, hats, necklaces,
belts, purses, even wristlets—this design book edited by Judith Durant has
them all. And all designs can be knit with a single skein of yarn.” —The StarLedger “With knitters clamoring for more of the imaginative patterns Durant
introduced in One-Skein Wonders: 101 Yarn Shop Favorites, the author has
tapped into a wide circle of knitwear designers to compile a totally fresh,
fabulous, fun collection of more one-skein projects.” —The Eagle Press
Knit One, Embellish Too Apr 25 2022 Cozy Knits with an Artful Twist
Customizing your handknits is easier than you think! Knit One, Embellish
Too includes easy-to-follow patterns for more than 35 warm and comfy
scarves, hats and mittens, and shows you how to make them your own with
decorative yarn stitching and other simple embellishments. Whether you're an
enthusiastic beginner or a seasoned pro, you'll be surprised at how easy it is
to transform your knitted accessories into one-of-a-kind works of art. Pick up
your knitting needles and: Create quick, easy projects from a minimal amount
of yarn. Plus, learn how to choose the best yarn for your project, or even
recycle old sweaters into unique yarns for knitting. Explore fun ways to
personalize your work with artful stitching and the addition of buttons,
appliqu?s and other unique embellishments. If you're looking for a bigger
challenge, helpful guides show you how to try your hand at choosing and
combining colors and finding the perfect fit. Learn all the basics of knitting
and embellishing in a comprehensive techniques section right up front,
complete with clear illustrations and instructions. Knit something new and
embellish it, too: Open up a world of creative yarns, vibrant colors and
inspired embellishments for your knitted accessories.
Modern Knits from Sweden Mar 13 2021 All your favorite contemporary
knits, in one book: shawls, scarves, hats, wrist warmers, mittens, and gloves!
With delightful easy-to-wear accessories in all styles and sizes, from classic
and elegant to cozy and colorful, garter stitch and stockinette to entrelac and
herringbone, "Modern Knits from Sweden" will keep any experienced knitter
warm all winter long.
Knitted Animal Friends Oct 27 2019 “Beautiful designs . . . children will love
the whimsical results.” —Publishers Weekly Learn to make an adorable
collection of knitted animal toys with these new patterns by the author of My
Knitted Doll, Louise Crowther. Louise brings her unique style of coordinated
knitwear with cute colorwork details to this new collection of toy animal
knitting patterns. There are a total of twelve knitted animals—each with their

own unique personality and style. The animals all have the same basic body,
with a few color variations and tail additions, so the clothes can be mixed and
matched between them to create endless outfit possibilities. Choose your
favorite animals and outfits and have fun making the perfect gift for friends
and family.
Crochet Hats, Mittens & Scarves Jun 23 2019
Knit Like a Latvian: Accessories Jun 27 2022 Knit yourself stunning Latvian
accessories including gloves, scarves and shawls with this collection of
colourwork knitting patterns from the author of Knit Like a Latvian: Mittens
and Socks.
Knit Like a Latvian Sep 26 2019 Create wrist warmers, fingerless gloves, and
mittens in fifty beautiful Latvian designs. Discover the magical story of
Latvian mittens and learn to knit fifty designs based on traditional pattersn in
this colorful collection by Latvian knitter Ieva Ozolina. Learn the stranded
colorwork technique and the basic mitten recipe needed to knit like a Latvian!
Choose from fifty beautiful designs, each presented with a chart. Get started
with simple wrist warmers and fingerless gloves, and progress to full mittens
as your confidence grows.
Box Stitch Crochet Jun 03 2020 The box stitch, or corner-to-corner stitch, is
for more than just afghans! Crochet it in creative ways to make wraps,
scarves, hats, tops, fingerless mittens, and other accessories with the
instructions and patterns in Box Stitch Crochet. Learn the basics of box stitch
with step-by-step instructions, and then learn to work it in a rectangle, with a
beveled edge, and as a motif. Learning to change colors within the stitch and
join pieces will enable you to crochet pieces you wouldn't have thought were
possible with box stitch. By creatively manipulating this classic stitch,
Corinne Freeman has designed a wide range of easy, fun, and fashionable
crochet designs. The stitch is quick to learn, and once you know it, you will
be ready to complete the Butterfly Shawl, Crossing Neck Scarf, Under-theSea Motif Shawl, and any other design you choose.
Knitted Animal Scarves, Mitts and Socks May 27 2022 Knit your own animal
accessories with these fun and colourful patterns from Fiona Goble. Everyone
loves animals, and now you can add them to your wardrobe with this fun and
fluffy collection of animal scarves, mitts, and socks to knit. Whether you like
the bright colours of tropical frogs and fish, or you prefer the cuddly softness
of a koala or a rabbit, you will find your favourite creature here. 'Furry
Friends' include a fox scarf and mitts, and a marmalade kitten scarf. In
'Country Creatures' you'll find scarves in the shape of a duckling, a lamb and

a pig, as well as hedgehog mitts. 'Water Lovers' include a shark scarf
complete with fin, and a pair of penguin socks, while 'Wild Animals' range
from an elephant scarf to a zebra cowl and snake socks. There are loads of
scarves for small kids, big kids, and young adults, plus a cute collection of
socks in the form of cats, owls, mice and more. Cowls and mittens, and some
hat/scarf combinations, complete the set. With simple stitches, full
instructions for making-up, and clear photographs to illustrate the allimportant details, you can pick up your needles and knit a menagerie in no
time.
Knitting with Beads Sep 18 2021 Knit one and bead too: these patterns
combine two favorite crafts for breathtaking results. Thirty gorgeous projects,
shown in color photos and accompanied by charts, offer a variety of styles,
colors, and materials. Every design simply begs knitters to try out new
techniques. Picture a lacelike scarf knit from angora yarn, accented with
delicate crystals. Enjoy an evening out dressed in a black knit camisole,
embellished with small metallic beads and shimmery beaded fringe. See how
a simple, classic cable hat becomes something special with sparkly beaded
details. A beautiful autumn shawl drips with bead fringing, and it's super
quick to make. Or jazz up a denim-colored tank top and bag, transform a
beret into something oh-so-chic, and dress up a pair of woolen gloves. A
basics section details several techniques for incorporating beads into knitting,
including embroidery, fringe, and appliqué.
Caps, Hats, Socks, and Mittens Mar 01 2020 Simple text and illustrations
describe some of the pleasures of each season.
Knitting Circles Around Mittens and More Sep 06 2020 Presents twelve
projects using circular needles with patterns for gloves, hats, and scarves.
Design Your Own Crochet Projects Feb 21 2022 You love to crochet, but
you’re tired of the granny square and other predictable projects. Let
celebrated crochet teacher Sara Delaney help you expand your skills while
showing you how to create custom-fit wearable accessories. Delaney’s
unique, flexible formulas let crocheters of all levels easily design scarves,
cowls, fingerless mitts, mittens, gloves, hats, and socks. With fill-in-the-blank
templates and a stitch dictionary, you can use your favorite yarn and stitch
pattern, and make accessories that fit perfectly. Delaney offers a starter
course in the technique with 18 of her own original patterns, along with the
formulas she used to create them. The companion online calculator helps
create your customized patterns even more quickly!
Hats, Scarves & Mittens for the Family Jul 29 2022 Stitch 4 matching sets in

vivid colors of worsted-weight yarn. Each set includes a hat, scarf and
mittens. Instructions for each are written for toddler (2 to 4 yrs), child (5 to 7
yrs), tween (8 to 12 yrs), women and men.
60 Quick Knits Jan 23 2022 Cascade 220 is 220 yards of 100% Peruvian
highland wool in a classic worsted weight, and in this book, knitters can
choose among dozens of projects, no matter what their skill level.
60 More Quick Knits Jun 15 2021 Presents a series of additional knitting
patterns which use the Peruvian wool Cascade 220, including designs for
hats, scarves, and mittens for all levels of proficiency.
Fresh Designs Jul 05 2020 Fresh Designs is a series of pattern books by
emerging fiber arts designers from all over the world. In addition to
MITTENS & GLOVES, look for SHAWLS, SCARVES, SWEATERS,
MEN, HATS, BAGS, KIDS, TOYS, and HOME, all available from
Cooperative Press.
Knitter's Handy Book of Patterns Jul 25 2019 Offering charts and plans for
making infant- through adult-sized projects, this unique book provides
knitters with a complete resource of more than 350 patterns for caps, tams,
scarves, vests, sweaters, mittens, gloves, and socks that are written for
multiple gauges to accommodate all weights of yarn from bulky to fingering.
Also included are the basics of pattern design and alteration to allow for the
addition of different types of texture and color patterns or the modification of
existing patterns to accommodate more gauges. Patterns are also
accompanied by an assortment of ideas for edgings.
The Elegant Knitter Feb 09 2021 A colorful guide to creating a wide range of
beautiful and stylish accessories features easy-to-follow diagrams, detailed
patterns, complete instructions, materials lists, and knitting tips that
encompass such projects as a colorful clutch, lacy scarf, wide-brimmed felt
cloche, and other unique projects.
Knit One, Embellish Too Apr 01 2020 Cozy Knits with an Artful Twist
Customizing your handknits is easier than you think! Knit One, Embellish
Too includes easy-to-follow patterns for more than 35 warm and comfy
scarves, hats and mittens, and shows you how to make them your own with
decorative yarn stitching and other simple embellishments. Whether you're an
enthusiastic beginner or a seasoned pro, you'll be surprised at how easy it is
to transform your knitted accessories into one-of-a-kind works of art. Pick up
your knitting needles and: Create quick, easy projects from a minimal amount
of yarn. Plus, learn how to choose the best yarn for your project, or even
recycle old sweaters into unique yarns for knitting. Explore fun ways to

personalize your work with artful stitching and the addition of buttons,
appliqu?s and other unique embellishments. If you're looking for a bigger
challenge, helpful guides show you how to try your hand at choosing and
combining colors and finding the perfect fit. Learn all the basics of knitting
and embellishing in a comprehensive techniques section right up front,
complete with clear illustrations and instructions. Knit something new and
embellish it, too: Open up a world of creative yarns, vibrant colors and
inspired embellishments for your knitted accessories.
Crocheted Accessories Aug 06 2020 Crochet your way to fast fashions
everyone will love.
The Craft Library Knits for Hats, Gloves and Scarves Jul 17 2021 20 original
designs for everyone. There is something very comforting about being
wrapped up against the winter weather - this book gives you a collection of
20 original patterns for stylish hats, gloves and scarves to satisfy your
cravings for comfort. With everything from French berets, cozy mittens and
snuggle scarves, these are desirable hand-knitted accessories that you won't
want to be without. Whether you know them for yourself or for your loved
ones, you are guaranteed to find a project to inspire you.
Hats, Scarves & Mittens for the Family Nov 20 2021 Stitch 4 matching
sets in vivid colors of worsted-weight yarn. Each set includes a hat, scarf and
mittens. Instructions for each are written for toddler (2 to 4 yrs), child (5 to 7
yrs), tween (8 to 12 yrs), women and men.
Hats, Mittens, & Scarves Aug 30 2022 Cozy hats, fuzzy mittens, and lavish
scarvesthe Hats, Mittens, & Scarves Deck includes hip patterns for both
beginners and experienced knitters. Each fully photographed project card
offers step-by-step instructions as well as special techniques for taking
knitting to the next level.
Nursery Rhyme Knits Sep 30 2022 “Mary had a little lamb,” and so can any
child, on a beautiful, bright knit. Thirty charming, intermediate-level projects
give knitters a wonderful opportunity to delight their children with beloved
nursery rhymes on handmade mittens, scarves, hats, vests, or blankets. Each
item, shown in color photos and charts, is worked in one piece and presents a
shortened version of the rhyme along with an image that illustrates the
playful words. Those new to working with color will find helpful hints, and a
section on creating personalized patterns comes complete with blank grids
and an alphabet.
Gloves Aug 25 2019 No outfit is complete without accessories. Trinity of
hats, scarves and gloves is a common ensemble that is used as modern

fashion accessory by both men and women. It was a necessity to protect
hands from gusty winds and keep them warm during cold-weather winters.
The historic evolution and democratization development of gloves had an
exotic trip with detours aplenty throughout the centuries. Gloves in fashion
were an exclusive enterprise, a pursuit of the wealthy. Therefore, the use of
materials, the length, and fabrication evolved from made at home into real
industry. Eventually, an array of hand wear of different styles and colors
became available for masses. In the intervening time, Europe countries were
the ones that planted the seeds that would define fashion culture, chic and
elegance for decades to come. Today, whatever its seasonal vagaries, gloves
and mittens as fashion accessories have been a reflection of society as an
industry, often stirring provocative debate. Is it art or craft? Who would wear
elbow-long opera gloves? Is couture dead? Is department store obsolete? The
answers are in the gloves themselves, in their history and present.
Cables Dec 30 2019 With its elaborately beautiful results and simple
technique, cable knitting is irresistible to almost anyone who knits. But
knitters also love the practicality of small and easy-to-make cold-weather
accessories such as hats, gloves, and mittens. Combine the two and you have
the ingredients for perfect knitting projects. And that’s exactly what this
newest volume in the Vogue® Knitting On the Go! series provides: 21
fabulous designs to work on anytime and anywhere. Knit easy caps, an
elaborate buttoned neck warmer, fingerless gloves, self-striping mittens, and
many more. The items vary from beginner friendly to challenging for those
with a little more experience. Embellished with pompoms, fringe, and
adorable earflaps, these stylish pieces are truly one of a kind.
Knitted Animal Scarves, Gloves and Socks Nov 01 2022 Knit your own
animal accessories with these fun and colorful patterns from Fiona Goble.
Everyone loves animals, and now you can add them to your wardrobe with
this fun and fluffy collection of animal scarves, mitts, and socks to knit.
Whether you like the bright colors of tropical frogs and fish, or you prefer the
cuddly softness of a koala or a rabbit, you will find your favorite creature
here. 'Furry Friends' include a fox scarf and mitts, and a marmalade kitten
scarf. In 'Country Creatures' you'll find scarves in the shape of a duckling, a
lamb, and a pig, as well as hedgehog mitts. 'Water Lovers' include a shark
scarf complete with fin, and a pair of penguin socks, while 'Wild Animals'
range from an elephant scarf to a zebra cowl and snake socks. There are loads
of scarves for small kids, big kids, and young adults, plus a cute collection of
socks in the form of cats, owls, mice, and more. Cowls and mittens, and some

hat/scarf combinations, complete the set. With simple stitches, full
instructions for making-up, and clear photographs to illustrate the allimportant details, you can pick up your needles and knit a menagerie in no
time.
Knitting from the North Dec 10 2020 In Knitting from the North Hilary
Grant - who lives in Orkney, at the very north of Scotland, closer to Norway
than London - has translated her most popular patterns from her luxury
Scottish knitwear range into 30 colourful hand-knitting projects - hats,
mittens, scarves and jumpers - to keep your hands warm and spirits high.
Simple, clean shapes ensure that pattern and colour are at the forefront,
creating modern yet timeless designs. Each project follows a pattern with a
mitten, hat and scarf variation for a whole winter collection of accessories.
Hilary also shares her inspiration behind the patterns, expert tips on finishing,
as well as advice on colour and selecting yarns that enhance the lustre of the
natural fibres, while inspirational photography provides a window on life at
59 North.
Custom Knits Accessories Oct 20 2021 Offers instruction, patterns, and ideas
for such quick-knits as hats, scarves, gloves, mitts, and socks.
Knitting From the North Jan 29 2020 In Knitting from the North Hilary
Grant - who lives in Orkney, at the very north of Scotland, closer to Norway
than London - has translated her most popular patterns from her luxury
Scottish knitwear range into 30 colourful hand-knitting projects - hats,
mittens, scarves and jumpers - to keep your hands warm and spirits high.
Simple, clean shapes ensure that pattern and colour are at the forefront,
creating modern yet timeless designs. Each project follows a pattern with a
mitten, hat and scarf variation for a whole winter collection of accessories.
Hilary also shares her inspiration behind the patterns, expert tips on finishing,
as well as advice on colour and selecting yarns that enhance the lustre of the
natural fibres, while inspirational photography provides a window on life at
59 North.
Brioche Knit Love Jan 11 2021
Amazing Loom Knits Dec 22 2021 Prepare to be amazed at the stunning
knitted accessories you can make on your loom! Cabled hats, lace wraps,
colorwork scarves and leg warmers, textured shawls, cowls, socks, and more!
The basic loom knitting techniques are easy to learn, and when you are ready
for more, lace, cables, Fair Isle, and beautiful textured designs can all be
accomplished on a knitting loom. This book teaches all of the loom-knitting
stitches needed in photo-illustrated steps, so it's easy to follow along and start

knitting your first project right away. Once you start, you'll want to knit all 30
patterns in the book! Learn how to cast on, basic knit and purl stitches, and
bind off Expand your knowledge to use more than one color, make textured
stitches, and lace 30 knitting patterns included for hats, scarves, shawls, totes,
headbands, mittens, and more
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